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CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE

COLLE~E

November 10, 1967

Pot, Drug Usage Increases at Central
By LARRY BURROUGH
MaDaging Editor
Experimentation and use of drugs at Central
has increased considerably since last spring,
according to administrative and faculty sources.
over twepty.five per cent of the student body
has experimented with, or is presently using
drugs, Central officials said.
The narcotics raids at Central last spring,
resulting in the arrest of 22 biudents did
nothing to curb the increasing use of mart.
juana, Dr. Don Wise, dean of men, said.
"Experimentation is increasingly high. More
and more students are coming into my office
to find help for problems they have in relation
to drug use," Dr. Wise continued.
"I believe that there is more drug use off
campus than on, but this is very hard to esti·
mate because the the general lack of com·
munication with off.campus students, Dr. Wise
said.
Students interviewed disagreed with the pro·
portional use, saying the buL'lc of marijuana
smoking is done in the dorms, adding that there
are only a few mor·e men users than women.
Most of the marijuana comes from the Seattle
area, according to many of the users.
John Larsen, Ellensburg chief of Police,
refused to comment on present Polic~ opera•
tions at Central, including Possible drug source,
saying that he was not presently at liberty to

give out any information. He did say that drugs
grow wild in the valley and if a person had
thoroughly studied the different plants he would
be able to find the weed.
Dr. Robert Miller, director of Counseling
and Testing Services, said that he has sPoken
with students who have cultured drug producing plants in the surrounding hills.
"Marijuana is not the only drug being used
·on campus. Students have come to me who
have been using LSD and 'Speed,' an amphet ..
amine that can completely destroy your brain,"
Dr. Miller said.
The use and abuse of pep pills has also
become a part of drugs on campus.
"Some students will secure the pills with a
prescription in their home town before coming
to Central. Then they will' gc to Dr. v ernie
and attempt to obtain a prescription for the
pills," Dr. Wise said.
As a result of the drug raids last spring
and the increasing problems with drugs, Cen·
tral, at the recommendation of !'resident James
Brooks, has set up a drug corr.mittee to study
the problems at Central.
"It is hoped that through drug education, we
can reduce the amount of drugs used on cam.
pus,'' Y. T. Witherspoon, dean of students,
s~.
.

(See pages 2 and 3. Photo by Mike PurceU),

Curbstone Features Drug Abuse
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However, we'll handle this from
now on mostly by educational
methods," he explained.
Larkworthy. warned ol meth e
rine, an amphetamine which he..
terms very dangerous.

He began with a brief run•
down on the legislative history
of non-narcotic drugs. These

-
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drugs
include barbiturates
(sleeping pills), amphetamines
(beilnies), and hallucinog~ns,
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FRANK LACKWORTHY
drug expert

REMAINDER

Larkworthy pointed ou that the
U.S. joined with 93 other countries ln signing conventions bar·
ring international traffic, use
- and involvement with drugs.

Anonymous 'Head' Reveals ·
Experiences in 'Psychedelia'
Editor's note
(Because of laws prohibiting
the use of marijuana and other
drugs, the name of the inter.
viewee is being withheld).
By LAUREL SMITH
News Editor
He started "experimenting
with drugs" when he was 18.
Since then, five years and a stint
in the service have gone by.
This Central student is, in
drug jargon, a "head."
Whr?
"I'd just rather get high on

RECENT

LarkWorthy presented a cap.
sule history ol LSD, from its
invention in 1938 ln Switzerland, through researching stages
to pinpoint therapeutic value.
Its value ls nil; and ls thus
lllegal.

Under federal law, sale and
possession for sale purposes
constitute felonies. However,
he admitted the bureau had no
way ol knowing whetheraperson
was simply in possession ol the
drug or possessed it with intent
to sell.

mlnistratlo;i, concerning these
drugs went into effect in February ol 1966.
After a brief description ol the
physiological reactions to these
drugs and their illegality, Lark·
worthy explained the purpose of.'
the Drug Abuse Bureau.
One ol our main things is to
stop l111clt manufacture and stop
drugs by stopping operatlqns.

"ft pressures you up so high
that it sets otf small cerebral
hemorrhages.
You literally
blow your mind."

Queries ranged from specttic
effects ol certain drugs to the
penalties of use.

.s uch as LSD. The federal dru&
abuse control amendment, rec.
omended by Food & Drug Ad·

OF EACH LOAD
UNTIL CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
During Attendants Hours
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Evenings 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sundays Self Service

8th & Walnut

Frank R. LarkWorthy, from the
Los Angeles Bureau of Drug
Abuse, an organ of the federal
government, faced Central Stu•.
dents with the topic, "Non-Nar•
cotic Drug Abuse" at TUesday's
Curbstone.

marijuana than alcohol.
"You see all things from a
new angle; it really seems
miraculous at the time. You're
able to understand abstract
things like music, to grasp it.
It may be an illusion, but the
illusion is very pleasant.
"As far as insight goes, I've
never had anything revealed to
me. It doesn't help you· com.
municate; it's a purely personal
thing. Many people ask 'what
does it add?' It doesn't need

to add anything," he continued.
About LSD:
"I don't say everyone should
use psychadelics, like Ginzberg
(influential beat poet). I won't
take it any more because of the
bad publicity; not that I'm sold
on it, but it scares me. How.
ever, people can have more control over what happens to them
on a trip than they realize; the
problem is that too many just
don't know how to handle it.
"Acid causes a sligl)t instabU..
lty in me; for example, it's
difficult to get back into routines
like school for two or three
days. My first trip, from what
I've read and heard, was indica..
tive of schizoid seizure; you
Imow, walls split~ing, blood com.
ing out of faucets.
Finally, sex:
"LSD is really an anti-aphro.
disiac. While pot isn't an aphrodlsias, it heightens sensations, the enjoyment of theact."
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Drug Views Differ in Hierarchy
initely impaired learning atmos.
phere and capabilities.
Police Chief Larsen remarked
on the lefalization of marijuana.
''It wc>uld have about the same
Interviewees were Dr. JameLJ effect as alcohol concerning the
Brooks, CWSC President; Dr. legal age problem. The differ..
Don Wise, dean of men and chair.. ence between alcohol and mart.
man of the president's Drug juana ts that when alcohol iLJ
Advisory Committee; Dr. Y. T. taken in large quantities, the
Witherspoon, dean of students; user ts incapacitated and unable.
Dr. Rudolf v ernie, director of to commit any offense," he re.
campus health services and Drug plied.
"However, I've never seen
Advisory Committee member;
and Ellensburg City Police Chief anybody in that shape on mart..
Juana. They can ·be high but
John Larsen.
Perhaps one of the most per. still be able to commit offense
tinent questions bandied about physically.''
Dr. Vernie indicated, however,
lately, and cause for occasional
that
the .p rime cause of car acct.
panic, is the question, "When is
dents today ls driving under the
the next drug raid?"
influence of alcohol.
"No, there are no plans at
But Dr. Vernie · is . worried .
all.· But obviously if a pr<?blem ~t much more than marijuana
I
develops, the police will have to
take action," _Pres. Brooks firm.
ly replied.
"If we could accomplish thifi
through education rather than
arrest, itwouldbemuchbetter,"
By ·LARRY BURROUGH ·
Dean Witherspoon added.
· Managing, Editor ·
There is less agreementon tJie
The Counseling and Testlnt
number of users ·at Central. . center is presently helping many
;'From what tew indications Central students who have pro~
we have it (drug use) seems to · lems concerning drugs, accord- .
have diminished consideral:>ly," ing to Dr. Robert Miller.
Pres. Brooks said.
Dr. ¥1ller, director of coun..
"I expect that the arrests sellng and testing services, said
(referring to the martjualia raids that the service is . provided to
here spring quarter) have made help students with any and all
drug users more cautious than problems, including drugs • .
they were last spring.. At least
''Most of the students who are
I hope it has reduced the ex. regular users have some serious
tent · of drug use on campus," hang.ups. Many of.the students
Dean Witherspoon replied.
would have the same Pl'.oblem had .

LET'S GET
HAPPY HOUR

at Central.
a policy of ''privileged confi.
"The number of people taking dence whereby the nature of
tranquillizers for very poor rea. an individual's problem, be it
sons compared to the number af drug-oriented or germ-oriented,
Pe<?Ple who smoke pot would sur. is strictly confidential."
prise you. I was appalled to see
stimulants handed out in packets · Dr. Brooks, however, expresSo
to returning students this fall," · ed surprise at this statement,
because he felt this already.
he said.
"T;e drug committee should formulated policy had been weli.
cover all drugs, the use of tran- known.
quillizers, stimulants, alcohol;
"The diverse opinions herein
it shouldn't concentrate on one
soow the need for more infor.
drug like pot just because tt'u mation concerning drug use and
abuse and the policy concerning
in the headlines."
Dr. Verni'e advocated a policy drugs at Central. I oope the
by which the college would maiDD Drug Advisory Committee can
tain an atmosphere of con- provide thi.s information. In addi..
fidence, ·SO a student who wau tion to policy, it -is extremely
hung up on drugs and was scared important that the entire aca.
to ask for help could contact demic community understands
the Health Center or Counsel. our purposes .and how we operate
ing Service without fear. He within this policy," Dean Wise
·
explained health services have concluded.

Interviews with five key people
involved in Central's drug situation revealed them as widely
divergent.

ON THE
STICK AGAIN
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Center Counsels_Drug Problems

~anMse~~~un~-

has access to our files. Thii; '
is the same kind of relationship
a physician has with a patient,"
Dr. Miller said.
''We are not here to sit in
judgment on the ·person. We are
here to hel~; him."
·Dr. Miller contributes some of
the student distrust . to the fact
that some of the stUdents arrest.
ed last spring were being helped
by the testing and counseling
center.

Another organization aimed at
confronting the present drug
problem is the newly formed
drug committee, which was set
up upon the recommendation of
President Brooks.
''The college does .not condone
the illegal use of any type of.
drug, but if a student hasaproblem or needs help, there should
be a place where he can recetv~
it,'' Dr. Don Wise, dean of
men and. committee chairman,
said. ·

~Y~~t~dru~~~~·~-~--~---~----~--~~~-~~

Center, as noted in the front use of drugs can produce addi.
page story, are not nearly so tional problems," Dr~ Miller
conservative in their estimates, said.
both stating that drug use and
"The basic problem with many
experimentation is rising.
students is a sense of alienaAnd their attitudes about mart. · tion and isolation in a society
Juana? Dr. Brooks states he that seems to give no .mean.
woo Id not approve of legalization ing .''
of marijuana •
This counseling service is not
"We have no hesitation or re. confined totheoffice. Dr. Miller
strictions about $eople working has recently spoken in the
to change the laws. But until dorms, and at one time had to
they're changed, we are obliged make a special call to a women's
to uphold them,'' he said
dorm to help a student who was
to uphold them," he said.
having a bad trip on LSD.
Some feel that it is the re.
one of the major problems is
sponsibility of the school to getting students to come for hell'
educate the student; · not to reg. because of a fear of being turned
ulate his private life. Dr. Brooks in to the police, Dr. Miller said.
"When a student comes to me
explained the college's stand on
this point:
for help concerning the illegal
use of drugs, what he says to me
"As a state institution we have is a matter of privileged con..
an obligation to uphold laws. fidence, which is recognized by
And I feel that the college has state law. Contrary to rumors,
a responsibility to the academic there is no one in the adminis.
community," he said. He con.
eluded that he felt drugs def. tration or anywhere else tha.t
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legalize Mariiuana
to the effects that excessive drinking bas had
on millions of American alcoholics.
Certainly, physiological damage that accompanies excesses of marijuana use can be no
worse than that which rots th~Jiversofboozers
and the lungs of smokers.
Marijuana ls not physically addictive. It can
be psychologlcally habit forming. As can alcohol am tobacco.

our laws against. the use and sale of mali··

Juana are social hypocrisy. rhey should be .
repealed.
We say this not because we would recom.
mend the use of marijuana, even if it were
legal. We think users are escapists in full
flight from life am reality.
We think that users are sen3Ually and per.
ceptually stunted. We think that pat deludes
them into thinking that they can feel aad that
they can see.
We will always prefer the real world to a
world that has to be drugged into eXistence.
What we don't like about the world as it
ls, we will work to change.
Yet we believe that marijuana should be
legalized. Our society should legalize mari·
Juana because it has chosen to sanction the
consumption of alcohol beverages and the smok·
ing of tobacco. Admittedly, at first glance the ·
comparison sounds ridiculous.

The correlation between dope addicts who first
smoked marijuana is no more damning than
the correlation between hard llquor alcoholics
who first drank beer. And on. And on. And on.
The simple truth ls that we are a society of
hypacrites. My moral vice ls human. I know
its consequences and it is my choice. Your
moral vice ls dangerous, .unnecessary, and
there ought to be a law.
We would emphasize that we do not condone
violation of laws believed unjUst. We advocate their repeal through legitimate leglsla·
tive channels. Violation of narcotics statutes
ls colosSa.l stupidity.

any

correlation between marijuana smok·
But
tng and crime ts infinitesimal compared to the
direct relationship of drinking to a majority
of crimes.

We contend that strict, enforced legislation
is needed in those areas where individual ex.cesses endanger the rights of others in society.
Private use of marijuana should be legal. ·

Tendency of prolonged use of marijuana to lead
to unwillingness or inability to cope with reality
takes a more proper perspective when oompai'ed

I

ized.

.

letters to The Editor
rather than as a feature story.
It seems rather obvious that . a

Editor's Note:
At no time have Opinion· Page
contributing writers been paid
for their services. Writers con.
tribute because they have some.
thing to say, not because of.
cash rewards. In regards to
Mr. Trapp's column, I don't
think it was worth the price
he demanded.
To the Editor:
The last few editions of the
Crier lacked something namely Dick Trapp's "The Drop.
In." We could ask why, but
we have done some inquiring and
have found that Trapp has re.
signed.
we understand the Crier haLJ
rather inconsistent policies con.
cerning contributors whoarenot
enrolled in the Crier class for
credit. we seem to find that
some writers, particularly those
who write columns, receive mon..
etary compensation for their et.
forts.
we also find that at no time
did Trapp receive such bene.
fits. If this is the reason for
his resignation, ·then we feel
it would be to the Crier's ad.
vantage to establish a universal
policy. That is, if one columnist
receives payment for his jour.
nalistic endeavors, then all
should.
In addition, we understand at
times "The Drop.In" has been
edited by cutting off several
inches with a pair of scissort;
in typical news story fashion,

1

column like TraPP' s should be
edited by consulting the writer
lf it is too long for the avait.
able space.
We believe "The Drop.In" wau
more refreshing, enlightening,
and more pertinent to current
1ssues on campus than any other
part of the Crier.
We suggest the Crier take
deflnite steps to insure publication of "The Drop.In" in fu.
ture editions.
Darrel White
Michael Turner

Thanks
To the Editor:
A word <1 appreciation to the
ROTC unit on campus and the
Angel Flight group for their
co-operation in making the blood
drive a success. These peorle
do the work behind the scenes
to make possible an efficiently
organized blood drive. So I
would like to personally thank
the men and women ot ROTC
and Angel Flight respectively.
Sinc~rely,

Jlml Hamilton

Class Drop
To the Editor :
I am writing to express my
concern about a matter of admln.
lstrative policy which concernLJ
the entire student body. I refer
to the ruling which went. into
effect this fall, . as a result of
which students have not been

1

01
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permitted to drop a class after
October 3.
I w111 have to admit that I
was unaware of this pollcy until
a student informed me of it a.
few days ago. In an attempt to
learn why I did not know about
this ruling, which constitutes a
radical departure from previous
practices, I reread the "Minutes" of the Deans' Council
and found that this action wan
taken on July 18, 1966. The
statement approved by the deanu
on that date ls reproduced ver.
batlm on page 32 of the 1967·
68 catalog.
I think the reason this action
did not attract my attention at the
time is that the statement, "All
withdrawals from classes, must
be made on the date indicated in
the college calendar'' is obviouu
to the point of appearing unnecessary, except for the fact that
the date ln question ls not speci.
fied in the motion made in the
Deans' Councll, nor is there an
indication that the change in
policy ls reflected ln the fact
that, instead of being during the
third week of November (Novem.
ber 17 in 1965; November 18
in 1966), the final date for with.
drawal from a class, except for
q u i t e exceptional circum..
stances, is now early in October.
It seems clear, therefore, that
the deans' wish to put a stop to ·
students dropping courses. They
are undoubtedly within their
rights in making the matter an
administrative decision, a.J.
though there are tllQse of uu
on the faculty who might have
oplnions worth considering on
matters affecting both the stu.
dents and the instructional program. My intention is .QOt to
question the legallty of the deans'.
action; I do, however, feel jus.
tified ln questioning its wisdom.
· U the intention behind the new
pollcy is to stop students from
"soopptng around," then I think
that the intention is misguided.
Why soouldn't students shop
around? They a.re the customers,

av7

after all. And if customern
aren't allowed to "shoparound'~
how will they get the most for
their money? Even more seri·
ous, how will they become dis.
cernlng consumers? In other
terms, how wlll they be able
to develop an intelllgent system
of values if they are dlscour.
aged from experiment, from accepting and from rejecting?

I

scheduled by the nervous energy

of committees carefully dire~ted

to merit recommendation for
bourgteous hierarchy, and living
groups laboring to attain coveted
shiny object or symbol of super.
torlty, are all crowded into one
Ellensburg weekend and labeled
celebration in honor of those
who honored those who honored
toose ...
As dorm president I am the
Of course, th~ deslrablllty of
link to that decision • making
"shopping around" depends on force (SGA) entrusted with atwhat the shopper has in mind.
tracting big-names, "chronolog·
If it's an easy "A" with no re.
ifing" events, "commltteegard for the worth of the course, tzlng'' issues, and evaluating
then the shopper needs to be edu-. models. · This office recently
cated, or at least ·to grow up.
placed me in the ridiculous
But if "shopping around" iLJ posltlon of. consoling .members
motivated by a desire to explore who, for two years, have dedl·
new areas of knowledge, to take cated time and effort, produced
a chance on a course that ap. a •superior product, and were
pears intriguing, then a student not rewarded as promised. The
in an expertmentalframeof mind
score sheets were not wrong and
should be encouraged. And 1f he the judges were not incompetent,
has inadvertently gotten in over but I belleve neither were neceshis head, he should be allowed
sary.
My dorm constructed a float
an out, with a "W" or an "E,"
depending on what he deserves to win a trophy; all their en·
at that point.
thuslasm ·was misdirected, for
they were improperly motivated.
College should be a time for
They should have built their
expansion of the mind, of the
symbol to celebrate fall campus
imagination. For some of us
actlvltles, and their reward
·destined to more-or-less hum..
should have been the common
drum existences, lt may be the campus experience.
only time for intellectual exOne of the world's basic probperimentation. Let us add wis.
lems is the existence of nation•
dom and sympathy to our desire
allstlc fervor. The American
for orderly clerical procedures.
university ts designed to prop.
Let us remember that we are agate this nineteenth-century·
teachers and not housewives.
characteristic, for class comOdette Golden, Chairman petition, grading, lntermural
Department of Foreign. sports~ off-campus versus on..
Languages
campus politics, and even student drinking. SGA contributes
to this phenomenon by spending
our money on prizes for victors.
If such motivation ls wrong then
the university can change society
To the Editor:
by changing itself.
I dare to suggest trophies are
Another Homecoming has tran·
not ottered as incentive for ac•
spired with its usual contrlbu·
compllshments, and next year's
tlons to tradition, personal or
corporate images on campus.
student budget has no provisions
Entertainment produced by the
for such purchases.
Phil Rhodes
concerted effort ot students to
Quigley Hall
elect a "swinger", acttvttles

Shiny Object

ENTERTAINMENT
:News and Reviews

ON BEING -NEGRO

By Lqurel Smith

By Tony

Giinn

Mass-Media Distorts the Negro Problem
Black Racists Invade CWSC
Campus!!! If you were to see
this headline splashed across
the Crier, what would you do?
Like most people you'd prob·
ably take defensive actions
and try to organize a counter.
attack.
Headlines similar to this
one are seen every day and
it seems to me that they mis·
lead many people. Media,
which is written and broad·
casted, is the most influen•
tial part of developing atti·
tudes toward racial prob·
lems.
Civil rights movements are
always overwritten. This is
good for those people who
want to be involved, but also
enables people to prepare
counter-marches which have
usually turned into riots and
bloodshed. How can this be
avoided?. It can't, but it could
be held to a minimum if the
issues weren't so recurrent.
The Watts riot, for ex.
ample, is one of the extreme
cases. Three blocks of burned
rubble, broken windows, and

unhappy faces were all I could
see, but the papers told a
different story. Pictures of
happy Negroes and battered
police were ~plashed on the
front page of every newspaper in town. Cries of
"Bum, baby, burn," were
heard on television and radio
throughout the day, even
though the incident had al·
ready happened. What possible good could come from
constant repeats of the riot?
Many people really didn't
know how the riot started
or why. I'm still not sure
myself. All I know is that
many more animosities were
created, along with havoc in
the Watts area, because of
repetitious articles. The.:;e
racial insurrections and
more are the basis for preju.
dicial attitudes.
What other causes are there
for developing prejudices?
One is the black power move.
ment. Many Negroes are op.
posed to black power because
they feel it is an unnecessary

means of achieving equality.
The great majority of Ne-·
groes do not want to surpass
the white man, but be on the
same level . . Many Caucasians feel that black power
applies to every member of
the Negro society, and builds
defenses to rebuke any Negro
who attempts to further him·
self. How many of you, who
heard Wayman Ware speak,
became fearful of how the
Negroes could be around you?
As you can see, information
is a prime cause of develop.
ing attitude. Media can de·
velop a person's mind in
thinking good or bad toward
racial insurrections, preju.
dice, civil rights movements,
and Negroes in general. It
is up to the individual to decide the significance of cer.
tain articles and headlines.
It is also his duty, as well
as his right, to decide where
his commitment should be.
Next week: what Central
Negro students are doing on
campus and what their atti•
tudes are.

MOUSE BREATH
BY ]OHN JOHNSON

Mouse Munches on Apathy
I was sitting in the Coms
mons last week about to de·
vour what they term a poorboy
sandwich. I belleve they have
termed it right, because they
were too poor to put any meat
in it. I had barely begun to
struggle, when a sad·faced
guy in an open-necked shirt
came up to me.
"Hello," he said.
My mother has warned me
about this type of individual,
so I pretended not to see him.
"Are you just going to sit
there and eat that?" he asked.
"No," I answered, "I was
about to dump 1t on the conveyer belt."
"Apathetic!" he screamed.
"I am not," I countered.
"I've had my shots!"
"Why don't you get involved
with CWSC?" he asked.

Apology?
To the Editor:
The article "On Being Negro,"
should have been "Excuse Me
for Being Negro." The apoio.
. getic attitude ·can be drawnfron.
the statement ". • • the Negro
will be accepted because of who
he is and not because of who
he was."
The statement infers the Negro

"I try to stay away from
deep relationships," I ex.
plained to him, "because no
one gets hurt that way."
''You're ·simply willing to
let this experience pass you
by. All you do is criticize.
Why don't you make yourself
heard in student government?"
"Nobody ever asked me
to."·
However this strange young
man didn't · hear my reply.
He · had disguised himself as
a pile of garbage and was waiting to be devoured by some
poor soul in the Commons.
As I passed, he screamed
at me, "I'll die for the cause
of student interest!"
"To each his own," I replied.
Just then, a hippie pished

was that useless, inferior com.
ponent of society which racially
bigoted doctrines inferred, and
now has fully evolved into the
type at. Negro which has dis.
pensed with his "antiquated Ne.
gro pride and heritage," so he
can become acceptable.
The statement that anti-Negro
_ sentiments are ". • • by no
means wrong," is the ailtuhesis
of the civil rights movements,
federal civil rights legislation,
and judicial decisions which have

me aside, grabbed the plate,
covered it with mustard and
ate it.
I explained to him that he

just ate a student govern.
ment leader.
"Do you know what this
will probably mean?,. !asked
him.
''Yeah, heartburn.''
I would like to express

my thanks to all of you that
have stopped me and offered
your support for my column.
To repay your kindness, if
you will send a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to
me, along with $20, I will
send you thirty.five blessings
from the sacred walnut-tree
of cwsc.

deplored any type of raclal big.
otry.
·
Society may be at fault for tha
present racial unrests, but to
condone 1t and apologize for it
by giving isolation, soc1al status, and fear at. certain anti.
Negro rights is acutely disgust.
ing •
Jf you think LSD is an experi.
ence, you should try being the
evolutiontzed Negro at a SNC(
meeting.
Ron SimB

Plot Thickens in Ad One Play
Gentlefolk congregated at Hebeler Audi·
torium this weekend from both near and
far to have their faith reaffirmed in that
good old moral: "good will out."
Vehicle of this moral was that high point
in thespian achievement, "Only An Orphan
Girl," by Heming Nelms.
The plot ran thusly: Arthur, the despicable
cur from the City, contrives to win the hand
of fair, pure Nelly, orphan girl living with
Swem and Mrs. Perkins, generous farm.
. folk. Unbeknownst to Nelly, she is heiress
to a million dollars and niece of Arthur.
He contrives to gain the mortgage on the
Perkins' farm as an inducement for Nelly
to become his wife. (Curse the swine!)
He is foiled when his wife, the temptress
Ethel, appears on the scene. After a fruitless
attempt to dispose of Nelly and young stal·
war~ Dick by the rather messy process of
dynamiting them, he vows to return on the
eve of Christmas to collect the money. Yet
the wretch knows full well the Perkins will
not have the money, as he has seen fit to
remove the cash and indeed, 1X1rchased the
mortgage.
Young stalwart Dick, son of the Perkins,
and erstwhile suitor of yotm€;, pire Nelly,
vows to face the debilitating effects of the
City, to earn the money and thereby pay
the mortgage.
Arthur returns Christmas l!."ve, but Dick
has st111 not arrived with the money. The
villain implies Nelly has stolen the Perkins'
mortgage money and that he has ''done her
wrong." Perkins bewails the fact he has
nursed such a woman to his bosom and ban·
ishes her into the blizzard.
Dick arrives on the eleventh stroke of
midnight with the money, then sets out to
find Nelly. He tracks her to the sawmill
just as that foul wretch, Arthur, is about
to sever her horizontally by means of a saw·
mill blade. Alter a harrowing chase through
the audience, Nelly is saved, Arthur is vanquished and Ethel's souf is redeemed. ·
The fast.paced play followed traditional
melodramatic style of dastardly villain of the
ulterior motive.
The plentiful hisses, whistles and peanuts ·
galore were provided through the courtesy
and discourtesy of the audience, unoffic1ally
led Friday night by Rick Wells and officially
led Saturday night by Tony Guinn. The piano•
forte tinkled melodramatically under the mag.
ical golden fingers of J. Crofford, and minimal
sets were displayed ..
The characters were characteristically
stereotyped, which is good. Mr. R. Bach
(hiss) portrayed Arthur with sinister and be.
lievable aplomb. He sneered most convincingly; gentlewomen of the audience shrank
in terror against the protective shoulders of
their escorts, much to the delight of all concerned. Nelly, played by Miss 3. MacDonald,
brought a tear to the eye of each with her
brave mamer and her pire love of the young
stalwart Dick. Ma and Swem Perkins, played
by Miss B. Sease and Mrs. s. Corrigan, un.
doubtedly reminded many men of scrapes had
while stealing apples in the neighbor's farm·
yard, and many women of good old dad.
Mr. R. Gronka, youilg stal\Vart and Her.
cules of the Hayfields, caused many a fair
heart to flutter with deeds of daring and
valor. And the young men of the audience
llkewise were stirred -when Ethel, played by Miss J. LaRue, sauntered into view.
Widow Appleby, played by Miss N. Daubert,
would have made a better Mr. Appleby. Lucy
Appleby, young saver-of.the..ilearly-dynamit.
ed-day, was buxomly portrayed by Miss J.
Boyles.
Plaudits go ·to the wondrou.> direction of
A. Rineholt Ge~h and his beauteous associ·
ate, Miss Beverly Blanch Benson, and to the
watchful eye of adviser Dr. Betty Evans.
A good time was had by all.
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Student Action Initiates Courses
Are there classes you feel
should be offered at CWSC which
are not? Some students have
felt this way and are doing something 8.bout it, according to
Dennis Hamilton, SGApresident.
Five course outllnes for new
classes were drawnuplastyear,
and one, "An Introduction to
Social Work" will be offered
spring quarter. This course is
being initiatedbytheSocial Work
Club.
"Mountaineering," a course
outlined by the Hiking and Climbing Club, had also hoped for a
class in the spring, but more
student response is needed, Den·
nis Roberts, Hiking and Cllmbing
Club president, said.
Three other courses, although
not as yet offered, were drawn·
up last year by a SGA commit·
tee of ten headed by Tom Mor·
ris.
John Kinsey, committee mem•
ber, 1966-67 SGA president, and
now head resident at Kennedy,
gave an explanation of these
cla5ses:
" 'Power of Definition,' would
be about what womanhood is or
means in today's society. 'Im·
plication of Technology,' would
be a study of relationships of
an individual to mass society.
'Symbols of a Changing Culture,'
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would entertain the idea of
dances, art, drugs and other
symbolic culture and hOw it
affects us."
He gave reasons why he thought
they should be Offered,
"It would give the student a
chance for total participation in
class, and these kinds of things
are extremely crucial because
ot the world I find myself ·in.
· "Basically, courses offered at
a college are content-oriented in
most instances and don't deal
with problems that are pressing
in the twentieth century.''
The process of getting these
classes involves first, that the
student make an outline for a
course.
"A sincere effort for a con.
crete outline must be made by
the students." Hamilton said.
The second step is to get ap.

proval by a particular depart·
ment and an instructor to handle
the class.
"The content and conduct of the
course would be a joint effort.
I think it's a great idea," Rod.
ney Converse, assistant professor of sociology and future in·
structor for the social work
class said.
Another student·lnitiated-proj•
ect being conducted by SGA is
to bring a student from the Uni·
versity of Dalot in Saigon to
Central.
Although no classes would be
held, the student would give
lectures about Vietnam.
Student initiated classes orig•
lnated at San Francisco State
College about two years ago
Reed College in Oregon also has
such a program.

Central Students Live and Learn
In Urban Teacher Progam
Since Aug. 7, 25 Central stu.
dents have been living in Seattle and studying in the Seattle
Public Schools, earning class
credits under the Urban Center
Teacher Preparation Program.
Dr. Conrad H. Potter, chair·
man of the department of education and associate professor ot.
education, labels the first phase
of this program as the "summer
neighborhood field experience."
''At their own expense these
students live in the Seattle area.
and work in community organ.
izations," he explained.
"In this way the students have
an idea of the sampling of people _
and the poverty in urban areas."
Lasting four and one-halt
weeks, this phase of the program is "eight quarter credits.,,
The students work with the
Community Action Motivation
Program (CAMP) which is more
of a street.corner act in that
it works so closely with the
people in the area, he explained.
This phase is followed by Sep.
tember Experience in Seattle
where the students earn four
quarter credits.
The third phase is the autumn
quarter block of learning worth
16 quarter credits. Central's
Department of Education listLJ
this experience as "classroom.
work with laboratory expert.
ence, related to growth and de.
velopment of children, learning
and evaluation, curri.culum,
methods and materta.ls, and the
culture of poverty."
"Half of these Central stu..

DROP IN. AND SEE US

dents wm do their student teach.
Ing in the Seattle schools durinb
Winter Quar.t er and half during
Spring ·Quarter," Dr. Potter
said. The remaining half each
quarter will attend classes at
Central, he explained.
Other Central faculty mem.
bers working with the program
include Rodney E. Converse,
assistant professor of sociology,
who ts teaching a course in the ~
"CUiture of Poverty'' in Seattle, "
and Howard B. Scott, lecturer in
psychology, who is helping to
evaluate the program. These
men work with Dr. Dale Elmore,
who is head of the program in
Seattle.
"A committee representing a
broad spectrum of interests and
for med to evaluate the Urban
Center Teaching Program is the
advisory committee for the program,'' Dr. Potter said. He ex.
plained that this committee is
comprised of a member of the
U.s. Office of Education in Washington D. C., a representative
from the Northwest Regional
Education Lab in Portland, Ore.,
and also people from the state
department of education, from
Seattle PUblic Schools and from
Central. ·
Soon representatives from Tacoma, Yakima, a.Di Spokane will
be meeting at Central to discuss
the feasibility of carrying on
similar programs in their areas,
Dr. Potter said.
"To be able to evaluate the
program we must answer the
question: Does this program
make a difference? We must
see the effect of the program
on the students and the schools,"
he added.

"Tbose students that enter the
program with an open mind will
be the most successful in gain.
1Dg new ideas and new expert.
.ences,'' Dr. Potter concluded.

Hitchcock-Kennedy
Parade Top Float

THE

BARON
OPENING SOON

"UP, Up and Away" into "The
Wlld Blue Yonder" were tbe
winning themes of the Hitchcock • Kennedy Homecoming
float.
Sitting in fiuf fy blue clouds of
dream puff, a silver white hel·
icopter housed a Central Wild·
cat and Kim Hall, Hitchcock's
Homecoming Princess and Dan•
ielle Dolquist, Kennedy's Homecoming Princess.

Christianson Directs 'Cat Band
By MARLENE BLOOMQUIST
Activities Editor
Three steps up a ladder tall,
lanky Bert Chrlstlanson, dlrec.
tor of bands, raises hls arms.
One long and three, short blows
of a whistle follow.
As hls arms drop the 120 in·
dlvlduals who have been watch..
lng attentively react as one,
and the vibrant tones of "Hello
Dolly" begin.
Cheeks puffed, eyes intent on
the music and dlrector, "Hello
Dolly" ls played and concluded.
"That's better. It's much
tighter now. After the slow part,
really blast lt out," Chrlstlanson yells.
"I want to do the flght song
now to get us off. Go about
half way over the track before
breaklng up.''
Four, short blasts on the whist le sound as the drum major
whirls hls baton.
"Fight, fight for Ellensburg

Even things as seemingly slm..
ple as band uniforms can lead
to problems.
The new band uniforms were
to be shipped two weeks ago,
but upon final inspection it was
found that all the zippers were

put in upside down.
But the show must go on.
Even when Saturday's show ls
over there is st111 work to be
done. Monday morning it's practice time again, for next wee!:
it's a new show.
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120 individuals move
forward in step, and another day
of practice for the Central
Marching Band ends.
Every day for two weeks at
least an hour was spent march.
ing and playing in the cold and
sometimes wet to perfect the
homecoming show.
''It's good experience for those
who are going to go on and
have their own high school
bands," Gleen Carr, clarinet
player, says.
"It's not as satisfying as a
concert but it's good public re.
lations," Carr contmued.
"It takes a lot of walkint:
around and marching and freez.
ing to death and being yelled ·
at, but it's lots of fun," Karen
Mang, flute player, added.
But even thls isn't the whole
story.
It takes Christianson and Rob..
ert Panerio, assistant professor
of music, between 20 and 25
hours each to draw and plan
the diagrams and formations,
write the scripts for the public
address system, and arrange
the music to be used.
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RINGS

In Motion
Planning formations, giving directions and working for
perfection, Burt Christianson, director of bands, spends
many hours before each band performance. On top of his
ladder, Christianson's motions unite the 120 piece band
so they can play as one.

Housing Complex
Sets Pace in living
Building al the student village,
which is to be completed August
1968, ls now under way.

' ' I always say a penny saved is a penny to be proud
of-especially if you can save it on low-cost checks.''

"We have been studying our
present and future needs, and as
a result building different types
of housing to flt our needs,"
Wendell Hill, director ol aux·
lllary services, said.
The "complex'' ls beginning
with four buildings: a residence
hall, a residence apartment, and
two co-operative houses. The
buildings were designed by Fred
Bassetti, a Seattle architect. The
residence ball will house 320
students. The dorm will have
central lounges, recreation
centers and laundry facilities.
The residence apartments will
house 73 students in a three.
story struc~re.
,
'I11e co-ops are designed for
students to live and eat on the
first floor, study on the second
fioor, and sleep on the1 third.
Students living in these dorms
wtll have to help with kitchen
chores.
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] Ray Charles Strives
, i For Sound and Soul
By

Feelin' It
Every muscle, bone and nerve.ending 1n Ray Charles' body was "feeling it" last Friday in
Nicholson Pavilton. Personal enthusiasm and emotion were not only heard in the words of
his songs but seen in his actions during the two and a half hour performance. Featuring
such songs as "Yesterday" and "Georgia on My Mind," Charles sang before a ca.Pacity
crowd.
·

KA THY KLADNIK

Staff Writer
"I want people to feel my
soul. I try to bring out my
soul so that. people can under.
stand what I am," Ray Charles
said Friday after his perform.
ance at Nicholson Pav111on.
Charles considers music his
lite and way of llfe. Of his
music and success he commented, "Too many artists, after
reaching a point of success, just
record anything, getting by oD
past performances.
"I want my current record
and every record after that to
be better than anything I've done
before. You have to improve
and keep improving . to stay OD
top. You can't fool the public."
During the beginning of his
..career, Charles feels that he
followed the Nat King Cole in.
fluence. "But I knew I bad to
change if I fas going to get
anywhere. I knew I had · to develop a style of my own."
When asked if he thought his
lack of sight made him sing

better and develop a keener ear,
Charles couldn't really say.
''I'd been in business before l
could compare. It's possible,
but I wouldn't want to mislead
you. I have loved music since
I was a little kid.
''I like the communication with
the public. I like to entertain
as a relief and a hobby." 'Ninety
per cent of his performed songs
are written by himself.
"I don't think of my music as
egotisttca.l," Charles oonttnued,
''I try to play a little of every.
thing - modern jazz, blues, rock
rhythm."
· Concerning civll rights be
commented, "I respect every
man's opinion, it doesn't matter
who or what he ls. Whatever
they believe, they believe •
Every man has the right to
believe what be wants to believe.
--"I'm more or less behind the
scenes," Charles added. "Idon't
care about making news~ I like
to do things In a quiet way.
I'm a participant as far as
civil rights go, not a leader."

Vietnam Vet Endorses Conflict Groups Think French

j

By WARREN STARR
"Let's get out of Vletnamt"
s'!reams a Yale mtnlster as he
,;ollects draft cards from male
students. Protesters in Oakland
lie down in front of a draft
inductee center.
All over the country people
are voicing fiery oplntons about
a remote, unseen country half·
way around the world.
There are many, however, who
have seen Vietnam, not from
images on a television screen,
or from guided tours, but in
the most real and tangible form
there is to a war, as a partic·
ipant.
A soldier, unlike a ctvlllan,
is put into a Position where
he ls forced to ponder and question a war in which he is going
to take an active part.
He can't merely follow the
crowd. When it comes down to
the point ot. risking his life,
he must reason for himself if
the cause ls right, and for his
own peace ot. mind, he has to
come up with an answer.
Gary conner, a Central fresh·
man staying in Kennedy Hall,
was put into this posltion. He
spent thirteen months in Vietnam
while ·serving in the Marine
Corps. Conner came back with
some very deflntte thoughts con·
cerning the war, the draft, the
U.S. and himself.
"Those people who feel the
U.S. should pull out ot. Vietnam
are wrong. We're over there
for a purpose. We're not only
representing. the U.S. but what
~

the U.S. stands for."
be helped. I don't like to see
When asked what he thought
us get so much criticism about
the U.S. stands for, Conner grew
the bOmbtng when we're also
serious for a moment.
doing so much to help the Viet·
"I guess you'd have to look
namese people. I wish every·
back in history to answer that;
body could see the hospitals,
back to the time of the thirhealth care centers, schools and
teen colonies when men like
orphanages we've built for these
Thomas
Jefferson, George
people. I'm not saying these
Washington and many nameless
things justify the bombing, but
others had new ideas about a it just seems that you hear so
country where people would have
much about the wrong we're
more freedom than ever before,
doing over there and not enough
about the good.,,
and not have to live in fear.
"These Americans and a lot
Some say the war will never
more since have died upholding
be over, and that if it does
these ideas. It ls they who have
end, the U.S. won't come out
made America what it ts today,
ahead.
and it ts this tradltton the U.S.
"We're going to win over
stands for.
there. We've never lost a war
"This ls why I don't see how
yet, and I think eventually, a
all these people can protest
solution to the problem will be
against the draft.
As an found. I can't say when, though.
American you're born with
Right now I think we're going
privileges. These privileges
too slowly. We have the power
are given to us free but they
and abtllty to win over there
were won and upheld through
and I wish we'd start using a
the death and sorrow d. many
little more of it, When we do
who lived before us. we owe
start getting down and really
a debt to these people and by
fighting a war, and not a mategoing into the service and help.
belleve police action, then we '11
Ing to protect the U.S. and up.
win."
hold its traditions, we can in
part, anyway, pay back some ot
the debt."
Bombing ts something the U.S.
has often been crtttctzed for
Bu~lding
recenUy. Many feel that bombPlans are underway for a new
ing should be stopped.
"The bombing should not be bulding in the psychology depart.
ment. No location has 1-en sel·
stopped. We're fighting a war
over tl1ere. It's W1fortul)~~ t.Jlat, ected as yet, The time of com•
innocent people have to be hurt plellon ls In the next three to
by the bombs but it just can't five years.

Psychology Staff
Plans New
_·

A new concept of teacht.Dg
French to elementary school
children ls being used at Hebeler Elementary School on the
Central Washington state Cot. .
lege campus.
Prof. Jacques Wachs, assist.
ant professor of French, has
transformed his classroom into
the country .of France and is
proceeding to teach the young.
sters ''to think in the language
rather than to think in Eng.
lish and then translate into ·
French words that mean the
same as the English."
Prof. Wachs said the student
learns more rapidly and more
thoroughly, being placed in a
situation and communtcatiD(;
only in the language.
"We do not hold up a pencil
and say the French word for
pencil is le crayon. No English
is used in the classroom. "We
simply speak the foreign tan.
guage and before long it isn't
f orelgn at all."
He conducts the class as he
would in his native homelandtn this case, students standing
as the instructor tates his plaee
and gives instructions in French
to students who have little or
no prnious training in the

and, by dividing the students tnto
groups, they advance at their own
speed. They spend one hour a
day in the progra..m.
Prof. Wachs has developed
his own materials for the class
and he fully expects a textbook
will come from his work.
He explained that grammar is
treated as an aid to learning the
language, not a discipline tn
itself. Each lesson proceedfl
from active conversatlon--very
simple at first-to a reading,
to explanations, to a variety of
exercises, to composltlon both
oral and written.
Wachs is pleased with the
program thus far and observers
cannot believe the progress the
students are making. In fact,
the progress is even beyom:I
Prof. Wachs' expectations.

Interviewing Firms
Arrive at Central

The following firms will have
representatives at the Placement Office to interview can.didates: Nov. 20, Lybrand, Ross
Bros. and Montgomery, accounting; Nov. 20, Walla WallaScbool
:l.angaage.
, "The students will leani about District, mid.year junior high
English, and 1968·69 employ.
1000 words 1n the first year and
ment; Nov. 21, General Tele.
can .speak and understand these
phone Co. of the Northwest,
words and get along quitewe11,••
Everett, general; Nov. 21, Al~
he said.
state Insurance Co., general;
He said his students this year
are 4th, 5th and 6th graders. It , and, Nov. 21·22, U.S. Army,
any major.
1s not a com111lsory progran:
1 •
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and already it looks a great
deal like the Wildcat suprem..
acy of 1967 will loom again
in 1968.
Coach Dean Nicholson weJ.
corned 25 varsity and 21 fresh.
men aspirants to his first ba~
ketball workouts. Among these
were three regular and two part
time starters from" last year's

DEAN NICHOLSON
" ••. three starters back. ••''
third place national tournament
team.
These returnees are Dave Be.nedict, an All-District 1 player,
Glen Smick and Ed Rogel. Also
back were Dave Allen and Stan
Puhich, bot!! of whom saw much
action last year.
Two other players expected to
figure heavily on the maples
this year are Ray Jones, a reg.
uJar on Central' s 1966 national

For Early Contests

The hoopsters face their first meet on November 18. the
test on December 1 when they first inter.school competition
meet Paclflc Lutheran Univer.
stty tn Tacoma.
SWtmmlng coach Bob Gregson
had..,. the privilege to welcome
back two all-Americans to his
swtmmlng team this· year. The
two · are Mark Morrill, winner
of both the one and three meter
div~g . competition in the national meet last year, and Gerry
Malella, three time all-Amert.
can and current national r~cord
holder in free style events.
Al8o included in the group of
30 hopefuls were Don Blair, Ray
Clark and Jim Thomas, all of
whom placed in the ~tional meet
last year.
Another boost for Gregson is
BOB GREGSON
the fine crop of Freshmen turn.
". • • 17 good freshmen • • •"
tng out for the team. Of the
17 frosh out for the squad, six will be at Central December 2
are listed as very good and for the Central Relays.
Wrestling coach Eric Beards.
none are looked on as poor.
Several placed high in high ley lost five national tourna:school and AAU .m eets in the ·ment wrestlers tograduattonbut
: welcomes 'back two time national
northwest.

YES

·champion Lamotn Merkely.
In the first workout Beards.
ley had 30 aspirants to his
team including 10 freshmen.
Also included in the 30 were
five lettermen from the 1967
national place winning team.
The Wildcat matmen open their
season against the University at
Washington on December 1 and
Beardsley expects that match to
pretty much tell the fortunes of
the season. The university ban
a much stronger program than
ever before, he explained.

GUERNSEY FRESH GRADE."-A" ·

MILK

·ao• GAL~ON

Every Day 3:00 to 6:30 p.m.

SORENSON'S NANUM-VUE
.DRIVE-IN DAIRY
Two Miles Out On ·Kitti~s Hiway
Rt. 5 Box 168 .

.962-2577

There Is Live Entertainment
At

.THE TAY
This Week "THE LIVING PIRANHA" In Person
..,

THE INCOMPARABLE .
ALEXANDER KING
IS THERE LIFE AFTER BIRTH? King's
witty memoirs replete with anec·
dotes of the famous. Orig. $4.95
-·-------------------·-------------------SALE $1
I SHOULD HAVE KISSED HER
MORE. Third volume of King's
witty Memoirs. Published at $4.50
---- ------- · -----------------------------SALE $1
CLIFTON FADIMAN'S PARTY OF
TWENTY. 20 essays by Barzun,
Beebe, Joyce Cary, Romain Gary,
William Golding, Robert Graves,
Thurber and more. Orig. $4.50 ___ _

-----~-----------------------------..SAlE $1
FROM COPERNICUS TO EINSTEIN.
By Hans Reichenbach. History of
ideas and discoveries of the past
500 years. Published at $2.75 ______
------------------------------------ ------SALE $1
MODERN MATERIALISM. By Charles
S. Seely. Orig. $2.50_________SALE $1
CROSSCUTS THROUGH HISTORY.
· By Dagobert Runes. History of des·
potism. Orig. $2.75 ___________ _SALE $1

2 WEEKS ONLY! NEAR~Y 100 NEW BOOK TITLES
ORIGINALLY $2.75 to $8.50 •.. NOW JUST $1 EACH
EXISTENTIALISM
AND
HUMAN
e:M OTION .. By Sarte. The heart of
Sarte's philosophy. Published at
$2.75 _______________________________ SALE $1

One of Central' s two new var.
sity sports, gymnastics, began
workouts with an early aggregate
ol ' 19 hopefuls, according to
coach Curtis Hahn.
Included in the early candl.
dates are two members of last
year's gymnastics club and a
group of outstanding freshmen
who should add depth in every
event.
Hahn's charges have an interSCJiad meet on November 25,
then meet the University of Ore.
·gon on December 2.

COMPLETE ADVENTURE OF OSTAP
SENDER. By !If and Petrov. Russian
masterpie.c:e of wild humor. Orig.
$6.95 ----------------------------------SALE $1
JFK Assassination: THE WITNESS.
Ed ited from the Warren Report by
the New York Times. Intro. by
Anthony Lewis. 704 pp, 64 pp of
exhibits. Orig. $5.95 _______ _$ALE $1
Oswald-PORTRAIT OF THE ASSAS·
SIN. By Congressman Gerald F~rd,
member of the Warren Commission.
Orig. $6.95 ---~------·---------SALE $1
. AMERICAN
TEACHING
ABOUT
RUSSIA. Edited by C. E. Blac~ and
J. M. Thompson. Examines status of
non-western studies" in our schools~
Published a! $4.50 -·'--------.. SALE $1

'
••

THE PROCESSION. An intimate
portrait of Gibran, his poetry,
sketches, etc. Orig. $2.75 SALE $1
.SPIRITS REBELLIOUS: the volume
that caused Gibran's exile from his
native land. Orig. $2.75 ____ $ALE $1
TEARS AND LAUGHTER: The very
heart of the · mystic East. Orig.
$2.75 ----------------------- _______ $ALE $1
THE WISDOM OF GIBRAN. Edited
by Joseph Sheban. Compendum of
Gibran aphorisms and maxims.
Orig. $3.75 -------------·-- ·· ____ jALE $1
THE . WHITE PAPER. · Anonymovs
short novel about a young . Frenchman whose love affairs went beyond normal bounds. Originally

$3.50 - :. ~ ____,__._: ---· - ---- ..SALE

1

. THE DIPLOMATIC ART. By Charles·
Roetter. An informal history of
world diplomacy.
Orig. $4.30
-------------------------- ----------- SALE $1
John Dewey:
DICTIONARY OF
EDUCATION. Edited by D. Ralph B.
Winn. Orig. $3.75 ------------ SALE$1
THE PIOUS PORNOGRAPHERS. By
William Iverson. Anatomy of American sex. Orig. $3.95 _____ SALE $1

The Intimate Beerbohm: MAX. A
biography by David Cecil. Illus,
Originally $6.95 _______ SALE $1
RUSSIAN SYNTAX. By Anna H.
Semeonoff. Co,,,,,Jexities of the
Russian Language.
Orig. $3.95
_________________________________ _$ALE $1
MISSISSIPPI NOTEBOOK. By Nicholas Van Hoffman. Vivid record of
1964 civil rights strife. Orig. $4.50
-------------------- -----------~-------- SALE $1
. Barry Goldwater: WHY NOT VIC·
TORY? A look at American foreign
policy. Orig. $3.95 _________SALE $1
I WAS DANCING. By Pulitzer Prizewinning author Edwin O'Connor.
Orig. $4.95 _______________________ SALE $1
WQRD ORIGINS: The Romance of
Language. By Cecil" Hunt. Pub. at
$4.75 ---------- ------------ ----------SALE $1
THE FANATIC. Novel by Meyer
Levin. Orig. $5.95 ____ ·----- SALE $1
WHAT SCIENCE KNOWS ABOUT
LIFE. By Dr. Heinz Woltreck. 58
. photos. Orig. $6.50 ______ SALE $1
THE SEMl-SOVEREIGN PEOPLE: A
Realist's · View of Democracy in
America. By E. E. Schattenschneider.
Orig. $2.95 ------ -------------- SALE $1
NEO..COLONIALISM by Brian Crozier. Published at $2.95. SALE $1
Two Novels: THE NONEXISTENT
KNIGHT & THE CLOVEN VISCOUNT. By ltalo Calvino. Orig.

$3.95 --~-------------------------- SALE $1
LOST EMPIRES. By J. B. Prisetly.
Hectic novel of English vaudeville.
Orig. $5.95 __________ _.___________.SALE $1

A PHILOSOPHER LOOKS AT SCIENCE
Alfred North Wh itehead.
Orig. $3.00 ----------------------. SALE $1

by

Oscar Wilde: .DE PROFUN91S. Edited
by Vyvan Holland. Unabridged text
of Wilde's last prose work. Orig.
$4.00 ---- ----~---------------- --SALE $1
PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY
Voltaire. Orio $.':1 .7..<:
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------------~---Advanced & .IntermediateStudent Beauticians.
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Take Advantage Of
Our College Prices
.No Appointment Necessary ,

113

East-4th Ave.. .

·

Ph.· 925-9323.

·SERVING YOU •••

cwsc· ~ STUDENTS
and

After Delay

F.ACULTY

. , ~~-OPEN. 'T1t · 10~30 p.m.Featuring•••

• BAR·B-Q BEEF SANpWICHES
• CHICKEN TO GO.
• FISH & CHIPS .
-Call Ahead For Orders To Go-

WEBSTER'S :~~ts~
"Acron From CWSC Campus~ •• On lth_S"."e•t"

WINTER WONDERS
IN
SNOW BOOTS
KICKERINOS
GLOW-ETIS .
GOODRICH.
AND HUSHPUPPIES

EASY ON-EASY OFF

LUX U R I Q· U,S
GLOVE LEATHER
WARM, DEEP PILE
LINING

Many Styles At Everyday
Low . Prices

MUNDY'S Family Shoe Store

Sporting Life
_By
Chris'- .Fruitrich .·
SOORTS, EDI'i'OR:
For those of you who follow the fortunes of fisticuffs we
can now report the first round ofthe all. time heavy weight
tournament.
Thls tourney ls based on the flndlngs of a computer and
compares, on a round by round basts, the 16 best heavy
.
weight boxers of all time.
The computer, an MCR·315, was fed lnformatlon about
the fighting methods, strengths, weaknesses · and records
of the 16 fighters. · After .several seconds of dellberation
tb0 . machine dellvered the results of eight pairings of
fighters.
The major amount of the information which ls fed into
the machine comes from· the publisher of Ring Magazine,
a long time fight fan and expert, and from Boxing's
Historians Society.
The results were,.giyen ina"whatwouldprobably happen""
form· and were taken by the sponsors of the tournament ··
and transtormed into the script for the annolincing each'
fight in turn. This script ls read over the air, nation
wlde, with a background of real fight fans.
· West Coast radio statfons which carry the fight broad·
casts include KIMA tri Yakima and KNBR lnSan Francisco.
- Fights are heard· eve.r y Monday night beginning' at 6:30
p, m. with several of ·the competitors, those who are still ·
Uvlng, giving .t heir opinions of the fight of the evenhig..
Most of the first round bouts went much as most people
· $1Jpposed they would. The one exception was an upset
victory · over Jack Johnson, . first negro heavy weight
champion, ·by Max Baer~ champ of the m~ddle 30's.
In other · ·bouts Jack Dempsey Pounded out a seventh
round knock out over "Gentleman Jlm" Corbett, John L.
Sullivan, ; one time winner of a 75 round fight and generally
considered the. first heavy weight champion, defeated Jlm
Braddock, and Joe Louts knocked out giant Primo Carnera,
Italy's only heavy weight champ.
More first round action included Robert Fltsimmons,
.champion in 1892, defeating J a.ck Sharkey; Rockey Marciano,
who retired with· an undefeated record, knocking out
Gene TUnney;JackJeffries, Fltsimmons' successor, beating
Jersey Joe Walcott; and the champ Of the 60's Casius
Marcelous Clay beating the great German Max Schmelllng
by a 10·2·3 declslon.
The only quarter final bout thus far was fought last
Monday night and Dempsey hammered out . a devestating
knock out over the "Boston Strong Man" Sulllvan.
Future pairings ln the quarter finals include Louis vs.
Fltslmmons, Baer vs. Marciano, and Jefferies vs. Clay.
Semi-final and final matches will, of course, be decided
on the outcome of these bouts.
If prognostlcatlons wlll be tolerated this reporter sees
it as Dempsey dumping Clay in the final fight to claim
the all-tlme title.

Harriers Meet
After an unexpected delay of
one week Central's harriers
travel to Spokane to take on the
rest of the Evergreen conference ln the cross countryfinals.
Teams competing against Cen.
tral will be Western Washing•
ton, Eastern Washington, and
Whitworth. The race will be
run over the latter's four mile
course.
This is the first year that
the cross country standings wlll
help decide the ai~-sports troph~·
' whiner for the conference.
Central .and Whitworth have to
be installed as pre-meet fa.
vorltes. ·central has a victory
· over the Pirates fo their credit
, but have aiSo lo.s t to and 'ued '
the Whitworth team. In their ·
. most rec~nt Ill#eting Central
came out on top. That was ln
Ellensburg for the Central Washington invit3:tional meet.
· Eastern;s team has riot been
parttculariy ·strong during the
· 1967 season and· in the Central
invitational they were not able ·
tO field a , cc>mplete five-man ·
team. Gary Peters, a miler on
the , spring track team, ls ex.;
pected, to .c<>ntribute most to the·,
savages' ·effort.

ruis

·western '
not run Sgainst
any of the conference teams to
date and remains . somewhat a
. dark horse in the title chase.
Coach · Art Hutton of Central
rates the Western team strong
. on the basis of their distance
men returning from last spring':.;
team.
, An interesting battle is shap.
· ing up in the individual depart..
men. Whitworth's Jerry Tighe
remains the favorite. Tighe ha:.;
been bested only by NCAA cham·
pion Gerry Lindgren thus far
this season.
Close behind Tighe will prob.
ably be Central' s Sam Ring.
Ring has been consistently up
with the leaders in each contest
this season.

Two MIA Championships Tonight
Fall MIA activities are rapidly closing themselves out as their 1~7 seaf..ion comes to a
close. Today and tomorrow two final meet.
ings will be held on the Central Campus to
decide two sports champions.
-FOOTBALL
Tonight and tomorrow the winners of the
four leagues wUI vie for the MIA football
championship. In the draw it was decided
that the winner of League "A" will meet
the winner of League "C" while the winners
of the , other two leagues will meet in the
second of the two games.
_
on Saturday at 11 a.m. the losers of the
semi final pairings meet in a consolation
game. The championship will be decided at
12 noon Saturday when the two winners of
the semis meet.

All games wlll be played on the touch foot·
ball fields at the east end of t-:icholson PavU..
ion.
MIA director Henry Turik said he llopea
that there would be a large turnout for the
games, particularly the flnalt; just prior to
the varsity football game on Saturday.
. VOLLEYBALL
With last Friday's rush of entries Volleyball
scheduling included no less than 36 teamsfrom .
both on and off campus. This is belleved to ·
be the largest turnout for this sport for some ·
years.
Games began thls Wednesday and wtll COD•

tinue in much the saine way the football schedule
has been handled thus far.
TUrik said he expected to form six leagues
from the teams entered and run the tourna.,
ment until each league had completed its
schedule. The two top teams from each league
will then vie in another tournament to decide
the 1967 champion.
TUrik also said he was very gratified to have
the entries he did.
·
Beck and Muzzall Halls led the sign.up parade.
Beck entered five teams, ~uzzall four.
TABLE TENNIS
Finals in the MIA table tennis tournament
wlll be held tonight in the SUB. Mark Morrill,
last year's winner in the table tennis event
as well as an all-American SV!immer, is stiU
m the tourney and looks like an odds on favorite to capture his second consecutive crown.
Director '!'Urik commented tllat this tournament has been ;run smoothly thus far and he
is' gratified at the number of entrants who made
the 'tournament the 5uccess it lfi.
HANDBALL
Entry times and lists will be posted on the
MIA bulletin board concerning the doubles
handball ·tournament to be held later this
month~ . :
.
Turlk .expects to, run the tournament over
the course of a single week.
A singles tournament will be held during
winter quarter.

#EW-

flND
SCHOLARSHIPS
BY COMPUTER
I

Long Pass Play

Last year $30 million in college scholarships went unclaimed - because no
qualified persons applied . . . becaus.:!
no qualified persons knew of them.
• Now ECS engineers and educators
have programmed a high-speed computer with 700,000 items of scholastic
aid, worth over $500 million, to permit
students to easily and quickly locate
scholarships for which they qualify.
• The student fills out a detailed, confidential questionnaire and returns it to
ECS, with a one-time computer-processing fee of $15. In seconds the computer compares his qualifications against
requirements of grants set up by foundations, business, civic, fraternal, rel'igious, and government organizations.
and prints a personalized report to
the student telling him where and when
to apply for grants for which he qualifies. Thousands of these do not depend
on scholastic standing or financial need.
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INFORMATION AND SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE I
.,...,

1) Eastern's Dave Svendsen (white jersey 80)

here moves to take a pass from Bill Diedrick.
Covering on the play for (,entral is Jim
Deatherage (83). 2) Having taken the ball
Svendsen moves down field with Deatherage
and Howard Hosley (87) pursuing. 3) Dennis

Home Grid Finale .

In an earlier meeting this
season a mediocre Pirate squad
surprised the streaking 'Cats
with an overwhelming 21.0 victory. Coach Tom Parry's troops
cannot afford any let downs in
tomorrow's game.
Whitworth coach Rod Enos will
be trying tomorrow to ev~n the
Pirates overall record with the
Wildcats. In 4 5 years of foot.ball
rivalry the two schools have bat.
tied to a 14-13-1 record, Cen.
tral holding the one game ad.
vantage.
Expected to lead the attackfor
the Pirates is quarterback Tim
Hess, last year's Evco total of..
f ense leader. Hess was instru..
mental in the earlier upset of
the Wildcats.
Other backfield starters re.
main a question as this is considered a building year for the
Pirates. Probable starters how·
ever, will be Ken Surby and
Dick Brown who have been round.
ing into better material with
each passing Saturday.
The line, led by 240 pound
Tom Bristow, may well be better
seasoned for this contest than
for the last, and can be ex-.
pected to give · a good account
for itself in tomorrow's con..
test.
Aoother major problem for the

e CS

- -

Eastern struck back early in
the second quarter and cut the
Central lead to six points. But
a Bob McNamee.forced tumble
gave the Wildcats possession of
the football on the Eastern 19
yard line from which Central
drove to the 5 before beint:
forced to kick a field goal, giv·
ing the 'Cats a 16-7 advantage.
A break for Eastern occurred
with only 58 seconds remaining
in the first half. A Butch Hill
fumble was recovered on the
Central 30 and in one fatal play
Diedrick threw a scoring pass
to end Dave Svemtsen, cutting

FLOWERS .
For All Oc.c as.ions
FOR THAT SPECIAL

925-5,558
FREE DELIVERY

Ellensburg Floral Shop
Downtown Location-Next to the Post Office

the central advantage to two
points.
The second half was dominat.
ed by the Wildcats in every
department except scoring. Cen.
tral was able to score once
more in the final stanza but
Eastern came back with two
touchdowns and the league.
clinching victory.

i
I

I

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

address

• •

Wildcats may be getting "up"
for Saturday's game. It may
be difficult to obtain the proper
frame of mind after reaching a
psychological high for the East.
ern game.
Last Saturday Eastern's Sav.
ages left Ellensburg a much less
confident team than that which
came to town on Friday. East.
ern had to battle back several
times to obtain thevictorywhich
many critics felt would be their.u
with little or no fight.
Early · in the contest Dennis
Esser intercepted a Bill Died.
rick pass and streaked down
the sidelines for · six Central
points. The extra point wa.u
not good. Later in that first
quarter Steve Hertling, behind
the .now famous Central "wall"
of blockers, took a punt return
8 7 yards for another Wildcat
score. This time the point after
was good and Central had a 13.0
lead.

NORTH AM&AICAN EDUCATIONAL
COMPUTER SEAVIC&S, INC.
,95 NASSAU STREET

• I
Send _ _ _ _ Questionnaires
qty
I
name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(print)

(photos by Arnie Lauritzen)

'Cats vs.Pirates Tomorrow
· Central Washington's resurg..
ent Wildcat gridmen will try
tomorrow to end their 1967home
football season on a winning note
as they take on an unpredictable
squad from Whitworth.

•L

.I

Esser (31) moves in to assist Deatherage and
Hosley in bringing down Svendsen. 'The play
covered 20 yards for the Savages to the Central
32*yard line. Eastern won the game, Central
Washington's Homecomirig, 28·23.
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SPORTS

I

BET
YOU

DIDN'T
KNOW

By Ken Marsh
Who holds the record for
catching the most passes in
. pro fo4tball history? Many
fans might say Don Hutson,
who is generally regarded as
the greatest receiver of all·
time ••• But, that's not true
. . • The record is held by
Ray Berry of Baltimore • • •
He's caught over 600 passes
in pro football . . • Hutson,
by the way, who played in
the NFL from 1935 to 1945,
finished with a total of 488
passes caught.
Here's a boxing question
for you . . . Of all the heavy.
weight champions of the world
since John L. SUllivan, only
five were not born in Amer ..
ica • • • Can you name all
five? They were Bob Fitz·
simmons, champ from 1897·
1899, who was born in Eng.
land • • • Tommy Burns,
champ from 1906-1908, who
was born in Canada ••• Max
Schmeling, champ 1930.32,
who was born in Germany
• • . Pri~o Carnera, champ
1933.34, who was born in
Italy • • • And Ingemar Johansso~, cha.mp 1959-60, who
was born 1n SWeden.
I bet you didn't lmow •••
.that at Berry's you can find
a complete selection of every.
thing that's new 1n White Stag
ski clo~es.

iiis •WIYll·lllERTMllCHUM
IS THE GUNFIGHTER

IS THE SHERIFF

·

SUN. Thru WED.-November 12, 13, 14 & 15
OPEN 3:45 SUNDAY-OPEN 7:00 Week Nights
Comedy 4:00 & 7: l5 SU~.-7:30 Week Nights

AGuide FOr The Married Man ~\~t :.
BY Amerlca·s Most Famous Swingers
id\~~\01
1

~OR~

.t~~

The Do's And Don'ts For The Married
Man Who's Thinking Single-or
The Single Man Who's
·
JustThinking!
~

\l~

'¥~;."

~

·

~ WiiiER MAllHAU •ROBE;~·:E ·l~;;TEVENS
MRADEE~ GiORGiitUiiLTON
~

·i&~
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New .Voting

SKI SHOP

Begins ·for
Legislature

5

6000

I

Filing for men's and women'::;
legislative pasitionsone and two,
and off campus legislative post.
tions has . been extended until
today at 3 p.m., according to
Bob Hungate, election chairman.

DEXTER
5-BUCKLE

VALUE

SKI BOOTS
NEW INJECTION

Legislative positions will be
voted upon Wednesday from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Flamenco Guitarist
Carlos Montoya, world famous master of the flamenco
guitar, will 'be heard in concert Monday at 8 :15 p.m. in
McCollllell Auditorium. A Spanish gypsy, born in Madrid,
Montoya was a musical prodigy, achieving national renown
by the age of fourteen. Students will be admitted free,
non-students with a season pass.

· MOLDED SOLE

Voting f O!' off campus men and
women will take place in Black
Hall and in the SUb Maze.

CASH-CHARGE-LAYAWAY

Men from Beck, Sparks ancl
Quigley Halls, making up men'::;
district number one, will vote
in Sparks Hall.

SKI HEADQUARTERS
FOR
ELLENSBURG

Women's district number one,
consisting of Anderson, Jennie
Moore, and Wilson will vote in
Jennie Moore.
Voting in Kennedy Hall will be
district number two, made up of
Carmody, Barto Men, Munroe,
and Kennedy.
Women of Barto, Hitchcock,
Meisner and Davis will vote in
Hitchcock Hall for women's dis.
trict number two legislators.

Bad Conditions Cause Campus
Dissatisfadion with Infirmary
SGA president Dennis Hamilton told a recent Board of
Trustees meeting that students
are dissatisfied with present
infirmary conditions.
Hamilton's speech was re.
enforced by comments from Dr.
Y. T. Witherspoon, dean of stu.
dents, and Dr. James Brooks,
president.
"The board seemed to be quite
concerned about the matter,"
according to Hamilton.
"The Board was glad to hear
of student interest about infirm._
ary conditions,'' Joseph Panat.
toni, chairman of the Board of
Trustees, said.
Panattoni said the Board haa
been aware for many years of
inadequate on-campus medical
facilities. He pointed to the

new infirmary building (to be
completed in late 1968) asastep
toward improving the situation.
Both Hamilton and Panattoni
agreed that the biggest difficulty
in bettering Central' s health fa.
cillties lies in obtaining doctors.

FIDELITY UNION LIFE.
INSURANCE CO.
.C-OLLEGEMASTER·

"The school has the needed
funds to hire a full-time doctor
this year, but we were unable
to secure one,,, Panattoni said.
He indicated that doctors prob.
ably feel practice here would
be unchallenging.
"It appears we will need help
from the medical associations to
get physicians," Panattoni re.
marked.
Hamilton is currently contact.
. ing colleges throughout the state
to see what problems they face.

No war clause

CAT-A-LOG:---1
Activities Jazz Up Campus I
Friday, Nov. 10
8: 00 in McConnell Auditorium:
All College Play; "The
Three Penny Opera."
9 p.m.: Jazz in The Cavern

p.m. : Spanish Club Rock and
Roll Dance, SUB Ballroom.
7 p.m. and 10 p,m,: SGA Movies
in Hertz Recital Hall; "Charade" and "Goodbye Char·
lie."
Saturday, Nov. 11
VETERANS DAY
l ·30 p.m.: Football Here-Whitworth
" p.m. and 10 p.m.:SGAMovies,
Hertz Recital Hall
R :05 p.m.: All College Play,
McConnell Auditorium
p.m.: Jazz in Tile Cavern
p.m.: Barto Hall Rock and
Roll Dance in SUB Ball·
room.
SUnday, Nov. 12
; p.m. Co ·Recreation at Nichot.
son Pavilion.
·· 15 p.m. International Film Se.
9

ries, "Seduced and AbaD.
doned'' (Italy) at Hertz Re.
cital Hall.
Monday, Nov. 13
8 p.m.: Community Concert presents "Montoya" at McCon'
nell.
TUesday, Nov. 14
1 p.m. : Curbstone in the SUB
Cage
2 p.m.: SGA Movie, "Sons a.ml
Daughters'' in McConnell
Auditorium.
7 :30 p.m.: There will be a 'm eet.
ing of Sigma Xi, science
Honorary, in Lind Science
100

Wednesday, Nov. 15
SGA Elections for Legis.
lative and Honor Council
positions.
7 p.m.: Student Swim at NlchoL.
son Pavilion
8 p.m.: Jazz in The cavern
Thursday, Nov. 16
8 p.m.: Hootenanny in The Cav..
ern.

Guaranteed by a top
pony

com- 1

' Exclusive benefits at- special rates
Premium deposits deferred
~- ~ntil _
you are ~ut of school'

.J.

W. "Bill" Rolcik

CollegeMaster ·
Repr~sentative
504 E. 8th

962-9292

p·RICES SLASHE-D!.
56 Cadillac Convert. . ........ .· ........ . $395
5 7 fvlt;rs•;ry T•ybr . . . . . . .
.. . i ?g')
62 Studebaker -Fordor .. .. . ............. . . $345
59 Mercury Wagon ....... .. ': .. . ......- .-:. $645
60 . Studebaker Station Wagon ...... .... . · . . $295
5i Mercury stallon·- wa-gori '. ·-. ~ :-,_·. . .· .'-_ ·. ..· . $26-~
62 Mercury Ford"Or . . . . . . .. . ... . . -.. . . . $795
')f) ~ 1wi

1 "J::il3xi~

T J :hr . . .
1 1

-

. . . i)445

61 Pont Sedan . . . __. . . ... : . .·_. ._. _. , .._~: $79-5
61 Buick Fordor Hardtop .... . ........... $695
61° Fa.Icon Wago.n ~ .·-. ~ . ... ..... . . . ....... $6~5 -

Kelleher Motor Co.
6th and Pearl

Phone 925-1408

11ZZA
FREE A&W ,

RooraEER W1TH P1zzA

TYlo Locations This Year
9th & Euclid
1003 ·South Main
Delivery Service Anywhere ~::::::.ii~. . .
·Within City Limits 5:30-12 p.m.'!iiii
. iiiiiiiiiij~iill!
5 00
Free Deivery For Orders 3 ·And Over

Pi.z.za Bu_rgers - Chicken - Prawns
Phone

925-9861

